
Project ideas
Minecraft:

Create a lab/research space for your scientist. Include materials and equipment you think your scientist 
used or that could be useful to your scientists. Be prepared to explain your design.
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Create a museum dedicated to the life of your scientist. Include a section on their background/family 
life as well as their professional life. Be prepared to explain your design.
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Literature:
Write a children's story about the importance of your scientist's work or what you think your scientist 
was like as a child.
(you may work with another individual to create illustrations if you wish)
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Art:
Paint or draw a portrait of your scientist using an existing photo as your source (if you have pre-
photography era scientist talk to Ms. K). Be prepared to discuss your portrait with the class.
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Create a collage that represents your scientist's life and scientific contributions. The collage needs to be
standard poster-sized. Be prepared to present your collage to the class
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Create a model or sculpture of three items that represent your scientist (any medium is acceptable 
including the 3D printer. Be prepared to discuss your choices with the class. 
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___________________________________________________________________________________

Computing:

Create computer presentation on your scientist using one of the following  presentation software: 
Powerpoint, Keynote, or Presi (account free on-line). It must include at least 3 photos, as well as key 
information about their life and scientific accomplishments. This will be presented to the class.
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Social media:

You were hired as the social media organizer for National Science Week Part of your job was to create 
interest in famous scientists of history.
1- Write up a list of platforms your organization needs to create a presence on  (for example, Twitter).
2- Create a Twitter handle and user name ideas 
3-Create a list of 10 Tweets to send. Make sure to have a catchy hashtag! 
4-Create 2 picture posts that could be shared on social media.
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Drama:
Write a monologue from the perspective of your scientist detailing the time when they made one of 
their most important discoveries or won a major award for their work. You will present this to the class.
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Create your own (approval needed)


